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 Just One Look-Linda Ronstadt

Album:  Greatest Hits Volume Two
Written by:  G. Carroll/D. Payne

               JUST ONE LOOK         Linda Ronstadt

Intro Chords C  F  Dm  Bb  Dm F
Intro Piano Notes played on guitar   listen to the record for timing
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--1--3------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
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Piano lick on guitar

-5--4--5--4--5--3--1--
----------------------
----------------------
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----------------------
----------------------

F                            Dm                 Bb        C
Just one look and I fell so hard - ar - ard in love with you  oh oh
F                        Dm                     Bb         C
I found out how good it feels - ee -  eels  to have your love  oh oh
F                     Dm                 Bb         C
Say you will will be mine - in - ine  forever and always oh oh
F                    Dm                  Bb    C           F        Dm
Just one look and I knew - ne - new that you were my only one oh oh oh
Bb                                    F
  I thought I was dreaming but I was wrong  oh yeah , yeah
       G                                     C
Ah but I'm gonna keep on scheming til I can make you  make you my own
F                      Dm               Bb               C
So you see   I really car - ar - are  Without you, I'm nothing  oh oh
F                   Dm                     Bb                 C
Just one look and I know - o - ohw   I'll get you       some-day oh oh

F                Bb            C
Just one look - that's all it took  Yah
F                Bb            C
Just one look - that's all it took   Well
F                Bb             C
Just one look - that's all he wrote, baby
F                Bb            C             F
Just one look - that's all it took          Just one look
                        you know I love you baby
 Bb             C              F                                    
that's all it took           Just one look
I've build my world around you
Bb             C              F             Bb            C
that's all it took          Just one look  that's all it took.
                  come on, baby

Piano Intro to an ending.
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